I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSITIONS are a key part of most microwave systems and circuits, making possible the interconnection between different types of transmission lines such as waveguides, coaxial, coplanar, or microstrip lines. Hence, it is imperative to have a good characterization of these structures in order to assess their performance and to provide information that can be used during the design, measurement, or optimization processes. Therefore, a large number of contributions can be found in the technical literature regarding the modeling and characterization of various types of transitions, especially coaxial to microstrip [1] - [10] and coaxial to waveguide transitions [11] - [14] . Several methods of adapter characterization can be found in [15] and [16] paying special attention to the study of uncertainties.
In particular, precise evaluation of coaxial to microstrip transitions is mandatory to obtain accurate measurements of microstrip integrated circuits by means of a vector network analyzer (VNA) since the quality of the measurements is strongly related to the quality of the transitions and repeatability is a critical issue [9] . In fact, many times it is not possible to directly measure the scattering parameters of a circuit implemented in microstrip or waveguide technology since VNAs work with coaxial connectors and, therefore, their measurements always include the contributions of the necessary in-between transitions.
For instance, test fixtures use coaxial to microstrip transitions in order to measure embedded microstrip circuits. If the scattering parameters of test fixture transitions are known, they can be removed from VNA measurements by the so-called deembedding process [17] , [18] . However, the measurement of transition parameters is not straightforward and they must be characterized from measurements made at the VNA reference plane when known standards are embedded in the fixture. This process is referred to as unterminating [18] .
There are many possibilities for unterminating depending on the standards types and error minimization procedures. For instance open-short-load (OSL) or thru-reflect-line (TRL) standards may be used [17] , [18] for unterminating. However, several studies based on iterative approaches [18] , [19] show that it is possible to use redundant standards in order to increase accuracy versus conventional calibration procedures.
Very important efforts have been made at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Boulder, CO, in order to develop software packages for calibration and unterminating processes. For instance, MultiCal and StatistiCAL 1 freeware software packages implement calibration algorithms based on several studies such as [17] - [22] that perform both one-and two-tier deembedding. The two-tier calibration procedure can be used to electrically characterize probe heads or other components such as coaxial to waveguide transitions and can handle up to 40 different standard types.
Coaxial lines to waveguide junctions have also been the subject of active research in recent years since they are used in a multitude of microwave applications. This kind of junctions can be divided into two different, though closely related, groups, namely, T-junctions and coaxial line to waveguide transitions. Waveguide T-junctions are commonly used in multiplexers and diplexers [23] , [24] and power dividers [25] , whereas transitions, which can also be viewed as a particular case of T-junctions, are used, for example, in the input and output ports of microwave cavity filters [26] , [27] and in horn antennas [28] .
All the above applications require extracting the scattering parameters of the electrical transitions. Thus, numerous methods and techniques have been developed using different approaches. Computer-aided design (CAD) models of connectors and transitions have been used both in coaxial to microstrip [6] and coaxial to waveguide transitions [25] . The main problem of this approach is that full-wave electromagnetic analysis of these structures requires complex frequency-dependent calculations, even if the complexity of the structure is not high. That is why some different characterization methods based on -parameter measurements have been presented, specifically focused on coaxial probe modeling in waveguides and cavities.
The probe-excited waveguide problem has been studied during the last 50 years. One of the most important contributions is presented in [11] , where a rigorous method to obtain the two-port scattering matrix of a probe-excited semi-infinite waveguide is shown. This procedure is known as the three-cavity moment method and makes use of three cavities and their input reflection coefficients for obtaining three linear equations with which the two-port scattering matrix can be calculated, by impressing the incident wave in the coaxial line only. The main drawback of this method is a restriction regarding the phases of the reflection coefficient of the short-circuited waveguide sections, which must not have 360 differences at a given frequency. The authors suggest using phase differences of 120 and 240 . Furthermore, this procedure assumes only one propagating mode and cannot compute generalized -parameters so an extension is presented in [13] . In that study, the authors include the use of the orthogonal expansion method for modeling cylindrical posts in rectangular waveguides. Further research on the three-cavity approach can be found in [14] , where a coaxial line to a rectangular waveguide junction is analyzed using the five-cavity moment method in combination with network cascading techniques and an interpolation method. All these methods use waveguide short-circuit standards at different electrical lengths from the transition in order to extract its behavior versus frequency. In this study, we present a new inverse characterization technique in order to evaluate coaxial to waveguide transitions. This new unterminating procedure is carried out by minimizing the error between simulations of scattering matrix concatenations that contain the transition as an unknown parameter and measurements of several structures that reproduce the simulated scenarios. In this study, two different standard types such as short circuits and lines are used and two transitions are simultaneously characterized. The accuracy of the inverse technique is evaluated as a function of the employed standards, and the obtained results are compared to those provided by different well-known calibration algorithms.
II. INVERSE TECHNIQUE USED FOR THE TWO-TIER CALIBRATION ALGORITHM
An inverse technique [29] provides the estimation of an unknown parameter by comparing the experimental response of the analyzed structure to the simulation of the experimental scenario. In this study, the two-port scattering matrices of two different coaxial to waveguide transitions are simultaneously obtained by means of an inverse procedure. A specific study of a coaxial-waveguide transition has been carried out although the proposed procedure can be readily extended to other transition types. The experimental setup considers up to three waveguide shorts and three waveguide lines with different lengths as calibrating standards placed at the end or in-between the coaxial to waveguide transitions. Therefore, this inverse procedure can be classified as a two-tier calibration problem [30] . In Fig. 1 , a scheme of the WR-340 transitions under study is depicted. As can be observed, these transitions include several tuning screws in order to obtain good matching levels within the operating bandwidth.
A. Parameter Description and Cascade Procedure
The two-port scattering parameters of each coaxial to waveguide transition are modeled through their magnitude and phase representation. This leads to 12 different unknown real parameters when considering both transitions and the fact that and due to reciprocity. It also must be taken into account that each scattering parameter must be evaluated at different frequency values within the studied bandwidth. The matrices for each transition are defined as follows:
where and refer to each transition, represent the magnitude of the parameters, and are their phase values. Employed coaxial to waveguide transitions are slightly different and the proposed method deals with their particular differences providing an accurate set of -parameters for each one.
From a device point of view, the connection of both standards to the coaxial to waveguide transition can be interpreted as a cascade of devices. The defined lines are considered lossless, which is a good approximation for aluminium and short waveguide sections used in this study.
The cascade formulas for -parameters are well known and can be found in the literature [31] .
B. Optimization Techniques
The flowchart of the optimization procedure employed in this study is shown in Fig. 2 . The values of ( and ) are sequentially obtained for 1001 frequency points in the range under study with the help of two different optimization techniques. For the first frequency point, the initial solution is obtained with the aid of a genetic algorithms tool implemented in MATLAB [32] . After this stage, a more accurate refinement is obtained with the aid of a gradient descent optimization method by using as initial point for the search procedure the best solution obtained in the genetic algorithms' stage. Once the solution for the first frequency point is obtained with the required accuracy, the solution of the following frequency point is calculated with the gradient descent method by using as initial point the solution of the preceding frequency point iteratively. It is assumed then that the solution shows a slow variation; otherwise a sharp deviation may lead to wrong solution values increasing the fitness function evaluation. In this case, a genetic algorithms stage is generated again for the wrong last frequency point calculation.
Genetic algorithms are robust optimization tools based in the principles and concepts of natural selection. A global minimum can be reached in a solution space with weaker minima with the aid of these search procedures. In fact, a previous study for deembedding and unterminating symmetrical microwave fixtures using genetic algorithms can be found in [33] , although the approach is different and only one thru standard is employed. Therefore, genetic algorithms have been chosen in this study in order to find the global minimum error at the first optimization stage.
An individual of genetic algorithms represents in this study a possible solution of our problem that contains the estimation of 12 different unknown real parameters necessary to characterize the two transitions. In a first stage, a random initial population with 100 individuals is evaluated. After this stage, crossover and mutation operations define the following generations evolving towards the optimum individual (our solution).
In our case, 12 unknown parameters require a high number of individuals and generations to reach a good approximation. Thus, 200 generations, 100 individuals, 80 crossovers per generation, and five mutations per generation have been used during the genetic algorithms' stage.
The gradient descent optimization stage uses a multivariable MATLAB function that implements the quasi-Newton method.
The evaluation function becomes a crucial aspect in both genetic algorithms and gradient descent optimization stages. In this study, the evaluation function takes into account the magnitude of the difference between the measured complex scattering parameters and the simulated ones for different experimental setups.
The expression used to evaluate the error when using the transition connected to a short-circuit standard during the optimization procedure is shown in (3). To evaluate a line connection between transitions, (4) is used. The evaluation function expression including all the error contributions is shown in (5). The evaluation is carried out for each frequency point
Different standard load combinations have been considered in order to assess the precision of this unterminating technique versus the number and type of used standards. Therefore, if any of the standards is not used during the optimization process, its contribution to function will be considered null. Fig. 3 shows the schemes of different experimental scenarios used to obtain the -parameters of the transition and their identifications. Let be a short circuit placed on the waveguide port of both transitions, and and short circuits placed at 1.819 and 5.456 cm from that waveguide port, respectively. Additionally, let be the thru connection between the two coaxial to waveguide transitions, and and be 2-and 12.65-cm-length WR-340 waveguide lines, respectively.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A Rohde & Schwarz ZVM VNA has been used in this study in order to measure the scattering matrix frequency behavior of the coaxial to waveguide transitions when using different standards. 1001 frequency points were collected in each measurement in the 2-3-GHz frequency range. Therefore, it was ensured that waveguide components worked only with the main mode. A Rohde & Schwarz ZV-Z32 PC 3.5 fixed matched calibration kit was employed in order to calibrate the VNA at port 1 of transition 1 and port 2 of transition 2. The coaxial to waveguide transitions that were used to carry out the study belong to a Continental Microwave WCK340-HP waveguide calibration kit [34] . The inverse procedure lasted from 2 to 14 min on an Intel Core Duo processor 2 GHz depending on the set of the calibration standards employed.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figs. 4-7 show the results for transition 1 for both the magnitude and phase of the and product when all short circuits and lines are used to evaluate the fitness function. The results of this new inverse technique are compared to those provided by the three cavities method [11] , TRL [35] , [36] , line-reflect-match (LRM) [37] and MultiCal [38] and StatistiCAL [30] software packages. In the case of MultiCal and StatistiCAL, the number and type of standards are the same as those used in the proposed calibrating technique. From these results, it can be appreciated that all techniques show very good agreement.
offers very similar results to , and consequently, has not been depicted. The product has been included in this study in order to be able to compare our results to the three cavities technique described in [11] . From Figs. 4 and 5, one can deduce that the main source of error is provided by phase uncertainties around 2.9 GHz due to the high degree of matching of the transition at those frequencies. However, this is common to all the used techniques and can be explained as follows: if the noise level is near the TABLE I  AVERAGE ABSOLUTE ERROR FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS  COMPARED TO THREE CAVITIES TECHNIQUE reflected signal level, then the actual value of the imaginary and real parts of would be poorly estimated whatever the used technique. Table I shows the frequency average absolute error of the proposed technique when comparing to the three cavities method described in [11] for different standards combinations used during inverse measurement. Both magnitude and phase errors are provided for and . Since there are many possible combinations, just some of them have been evaluated.
The inverse technique provides very low absolute error values for magnitude and magnitude and phase when working with at least three different calibration standards. Again, in this case, the main error source is the phase due to its high level of matching.
Mixed combinations of shorts and thrus provide very similar results as long as there are enough conditions to obtain a valid solution.
As expected, the calibration with three shorts shows the minimum error values since the three cavities technique also uses three shorts as calibration standards [11] . However, very good results can be obtained even with different standards combinations, as shown in Figs. 4-7 and Table I .
When obtaining the transition parameters by using only three or two standards, there are some problems to follow the phase of the function. Finally, from results obtained in Table I , it is obvious that if there is not enough information, the error increases. This can be observed in the last four cases of Table I . In those cases, the solution that minimizes the evaluation function cannot be reached by the proposed optimization algorithm.
Including intermediate restrictions in the cascading procedure for the transition parameters such as and vary neither the error values, nor convergence speed. Table I can be observed for the rest of combinations. Table III shows the comparison of the results provided by the proposed characterization method and those obtained by using the StatistiCAL software package for different standards' combinations. This software package was not able to provide results when there were not enough calibration standards, and consequently, some comparisons were not possible. It must be remarked that shorts and were introduced as loads since StatistiCAL only allows one reflection standard.
From obtained results, it can be observed that errors are very similar to those provided by the comparison to the previous methods. However, StatistiCAL is not able to provide results for some standards combinations, whereas the proposed method shows more flexibility in this field. Additionally for some standards (for instance, when using only lines of different lengths) StatistiCAL is not able to properly characterize . Therefore, we have observed several advantages of the proposed method versus StatistiCAL. Firstly, this software needs a good initial value to provide accurate results, mainly for phase estimations. Secondly, the proposed method is able to handle more standards combinations without the need of an initial estimation for the transition scattering parameters. Additionally, the proposed method shows more flexibility in the error estimation since the evaluation function can be changed. StatistiCAL, being the measurements for the termination provided by the calibration kit [34] . Differences for the phase value when using the LRM calibration can be observed in Fig. 5 for and may be due to the limitations of the employed match, as this adapted load behavior is not guaranteed for the entire frequency range under study [34] . The error is lower when comparing with the results provided by StatistiCAL and slightly increases when using MultiCal. This can be explained by the StatistiCAL robustness against noisy measurements [38] . As in the TRL technique, there is no redundant information, the error increases slightly with respect to the methods developed at NIST. Similar error results are obtained for the explicit LRM and three-cavity techniques.
V. CONCLUSION
A new two-tier inverse technique for characterizing coaxial to waveguide transitions based on the use of genetic algorithms and the gradient descent method has been described and compared to different well-known calibration techniques. Very good results can be obtained by using several calibration standards such as short circuits or waveguide lines.
Obtained results show that this inverse technique provides very similar results to those obtained by the reference algorithms, and additionally, is able to handle more calibration standards combinations provided that they can be properly included in -parameter cascade calculations.
In this study, the studied frequency range has been restricted to the range provided by the manufacturer in which the coaxial to waveguide transitions are assumed to work properly. This also ensures waveguide monomode conditions. However, wider frequency ranges and higher frequency points could be readily handled by the proposed technique, although this would lead to higher computing times.
Additionally, the studied transitions showed nonresonant and well-matched behaviors. Resonant transitions are expected to produce sharper variations both in phase and magnitude values, and consequently, the proposed algorithm would very often use genetic algorithms to predict a reasonable initial point of the transition parameters at many frequency points. As a result, this would again lead to higher computing times than the ones obtained in this study.
Although applied to coaxial to waveguide transitions, this inverse technique can be extended to other transition types, and therefore, further research is envisaged in that direction.
